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Abstract: In the field of education, cognitive diagnosis is crucial for achieving personalized learning.
The widely adopted DINA (Deterministic Inputs, Noisy And gate) model uncovers students’ mastery
of essential skills necessary to answer questions correctly. However, existing DINA-based approaches
overlook the dependency between knowledge points, and their model training process is compu-
tationally inefficient for large datasets. In this paper, we propose a new cognitive diagnosis model
called BNMI-DINA, which stands for Bayesian Network-based Multiprocess Incremental DINA.
Our proposed model aims to enhance personalized learning by providing accurate and detailed
assessments of students’ cognitive abilities. By incorporating a Bayesian network, BNMI-DINA
establishes the dependency relationship between knowledge points, enabling more accurate evalua-
tions of students’ mastery levels. To enhance model convergence speed, key steps of our proposed
algorithm are parallelized. We also provide theoretical proof of the convergence of BNMI-DINA.
Extensive experiments demonstrate that our approach effectively enhances model accuracy and
reduces computational time compared to state-of-the-art cognitive diagnosis models.

Keywords: cognitive diagnosis; DINA model; bayesian networks

1. Introduction

The emergence of the online education industry has revolutionized traditional educa-
tional approaches. Leveraging information technology, online education offers students
convenient access to a vast array of courses and learning materials, thus promoting re-
source sharing and ensuring educational equity. However, with the exponential growth of
available learning resources, accurately assessing a student’s mastery level of specific skills
and knowledge has become a pressing challenge. Cognitive diagnosis models (CDMs),
initially introduced by [1], have been developed to quantify the latent abilities that signifi-
cantly impact students’ performance. CDMs [2,3] have gained widespread recognition and
interest from both academic and industry domains by providing insights into the cognitive
skills underlying students’ overall scores [4].

The DINA (Deterministic Inputs, Noisy And gate) model [5] is recognized as a promi-
nent cognitive diagnosis approach, which effectively integrates the Q-matrix and students’
response patterns to assess their mastery level and identify potential error patterns within
each knowledge point. By employing statistical techniques such as maximum likelihood es-
timation [6], the DINA model equips educators with a comprehensive cognitive diagnostic
tool, enabling the formulation of personalized teaching strategies that cater to individuals’
performance across diverse knowledge points.

However, the DINA model faces various challenges in practical applications. Firstly,
it employs discrete variables to indicate whether a student has mastered a particular
knowledge point, with 1 representing mastery and 0 representing non-mastery. This
approach becomes problematic in subject areas that require continuous assessment, such as
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art evaluation in domains like painting and music. Secondly, the DINA model is unable to
account for the interrelatedness between knowledge points within questions, which limits
its effectiveness in capturing the comprehensive cognitive skills of students. Thirdly, the
training of traditional DINA models becomes computationally expensive due to the use
of large datasets, which may contain millions of student records and question items from
online education platforms.

In this paper, to address these aforementioned challenges, we propose a precise and
efficient cognitive diagnosis approach called BNMI-DINA (Bayesian Network-based Multi-
process Incremental DINA). By incorporating the probabilistic inference and uncertainty
modeling capabilities of Bayesian networks, we can more accurately assess the mastery
level of students’ knowledge points. Additionally, we expedite the training process through
parallel computation for parameter estimation. The key contributions of this paper are
outlined as follows:

• To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to integrate Bayesian networks into the
DINA model to obtain continuous mastery levels for knowledge points and account
for their interdependence. Our proposed model overcomes the limitation of the DINA
model by considering the dependencies between knowledge points, enabling a more
comprehensive evaluation of students’ cognitive skills.

• We propose a parallelization method that effectively parallelizes the key steps of
our BNMI-DINA model, thereby significantly reducing the computational burden
associated with model training. This parallelization enables the application of BNMI-
DINA to large datasets. Additionally, we provide theoretical proof of the convergence
of BNMI-DINA, establishing its validity and ensuring reliable results.

• We conduct extensive experiments using real datasets to validate the performance of
BNMI-DINA. The results of our experiments demonstrate the superiority of BNMI-
DINA when compared to other baseline models. Specifically, BNMI-DINA outper-
forms the alternatives in terms of both model accuracy and training efficiency, solidi-
fying its position as a highly effective and efficient cognitive diagnosis approach.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we conduct a
comprehensive review of commonly used approaches in cognitive diagnosis and Bayesian
networks. In Section 3, we present a detailed overview of the DINA model and provide
necessary background knowledge. Next, in Sections 4 and 5, we propose our novel
approach and provide a proof of its convergence, respectively. Section 6 showcases the
experimental results, which demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach. Finally, in
Section 7, we conclude the paper by summarizing the key findings and discussing avenues
for future research.

2. Related Work

Cognitive diagnosis, initially proposed by educational psychologists for psycholog-
ical measurement, has its roots in the 1990s. Frederiksen et al. [7] were credited with
formally introducing the theories and concepts related to cognitive diagnosis in 1993, while
Nichols et al. [8] further provided a comprehensive summary and categorization of these
theories and concepts in 1995. Leighton et al. [9] considered CDM as a promising evaluation
model that can delve into the underlying structure of a field and identify problems and
areas that need improvement in 2007. Lee et al. [10] proposed that tests informed by the
Cognitive Diagnosis Algorithm (CDA) can specify the underlying knowledge structure
behind the overall test score, and this specification can serve as feedback to meet individual
and group needs through remedial instruction and improve instruction to enhance learning
and competency in 2009. As a diagnostic approach to assessment, CDA needs statistical
and mathematical models to operationalize the assumptions. CDMs are psychometric
models that make use of an item response pattern in order to determine test-takers’ cog-
nitive abilities [11]. In all CDA studies, the selection of statistical models is a critical step
and requires close attention and consideration of model selection criteria. However, in
most CDA studies, tests applying a predetermined CDM are chosen based on the char-
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acteristics of the model and the practicality issue. So Li et al. [12] carefully studied the
considerations required for CDM selection for reading comprehension tests and found that
when the relationship between cognitive skills is not completely clear, it is safe to use a
saturated (more complex) CDM, which can flexibly adapt to different types of relationships
between skills in 2016. Currently, cognitive diagnosis can be defined in both broad and
narrow terms. Broadly speaking, cognitive diagnosis leverages modern technologies such
as computer-based testing and statistical methods to assess users’ cognitive abilities and
structures [13,14]. On the other hand, in a narrower sense, cognitive diagnosis classifies
users based on their mastery level of specific knowledge points, with the classification
results used for personalized educational interventions.

The application of cognitive diagnosis in the education industry has led to a shift
towards personalized education in traditional online classrooms [15,16]. Cognitive diag-
nosis models can be differentiated from two perspectives. Firstly, they can be classified
as continuous diagnosis models or discrete diagnosis models, depending on their ability
to diagnose continuous scores. Secondly, cognitive diagnosis models can be classified
based on their approach to handling dimensions of students’ cognitive abilities. This
categorization results in one-dimensional skill diagnosis models and multidimensional
skill diagnosis models. Currently, there are more than 60 cognitive diagnosis models avail-
able. These models include the rule-based model, attribute hierarchy model, Deterministic
Inputs, Noisy And gate (DINA) model, as well as various variations [17,18] such as the
Fuzzy CDF model [19]. Improved versions of the DINA model, such as the HO-DINA [20],
P-DINA [21], G-DINA [22], and Incremental DINA (I-DINA) model [23], are also among
the existing models used in cognitive diagnosis research.

The history of Bayesian networks dates back to the early 1980s. In 1988, Pearl et al. [24]
first introduced the fundamental concepts and inference methods of Bayesian networks
in their seminal paper. Notably, Pearl’s work also introduced the concept of the “causal
graph”, which expanded probabilistic graph models to incorporate causal relationships,
thereby establishing the groundwork for further development. In the 1990s, research in
the field expanded from representation issues to encompass inference and learning [25],
making Bayesian networks more practical in various applications. With the advancement
of computational power and the exponential growth of data in the 21st century, Bayesian
networks have found widespread application in diverse domains such as medicine [26],
finance [27], and natural language processing [28]. Research in the field has also made
significant progress in reasoning, learning, and the application of Bayesian networks [29].

In recent research, the integration of Bayesian networks and the DINA model has
gained attention, with notable applications in student modeling, knowledge tracing, and
skill topology. For instance, Conati et al. [30] applied Bayesian networks to the Andes
project [31], an intelligent educational system focused on Newtonian physics, to model
uncertainty within students’ reasoning and learning processes. In the domain of knowledge
tracing [32], Pelánek [33] introduced Bayesian Knowledge Tracing (BKT), which employed
Bayesian networks to infer latent student variables within knowledge-tracing models.
Furthermore, Käser et al. [32] utilized dynamic Bayesian networks (DBN) to model skill
topology in knowledge tracking. While these works have made significant contributions to
the application of Bayesian networks, their main focus lies in student modeling, knowledge
tracing, and skill topology. In parallel, recent breakthroughs in asynchronous federated
meta-learning, exemplified by AFMeta, have effectively addressed issues such as straggler
and over-fitting, resulting in a substantial improvement in model performance and a
notable reduction in learning time [34]. In the field of education-based information analysis,
the examination of student learning assessment methods based on text data has emerged as
a crucial research area. Liu et al. [35] introduced an innovative learning evaluation method
based on real-time text data attributes, overcoming the limitations of traditional evaluation
methods. The outcomes highlight the superior effectiveness of utilizing real-time attribute
text data in measuring students’ learning outcomes.
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Table 1 provides a concise overview of the key aspects explored in order to clearly
demonstrate the scope of the related work.

Table 1. Overview of key aspects of related work.

Aspect Summary

Cognitive Diagnosis Over 60 cognitive diagnosis models have been developed, including the rule-based model, attribute
hierarchy model, DINA model, and various variations such as the Fuzzy CDF model.

Bayesian Networks Bayesian Networks were introduced in 1988 and further expanded in the 1990s, leading to their widespread
application in various domains.

DINA Model The DINA model has recently been a focus of exploration in education for student modeling, knowledge
tracing, and skill topology.

Our Work Our work not only incorporates a Bayesian network to capture the dependency relationship between
knowledge points, but also enhances computational efficiency, particularly for large datasets.

In contrast, our work delves deeper into cognitive diagnosis problems. We not only
incorporate a Bayesian network to capture the dependency relationship between knowledge
points but also enhance computational efficiency, especially for large datasets.

3. Preliminaries

In this section, we will provide a detailed description of the DINA model and its
corresponding symbolic representation.

As shown in Figure 1, the DINA model diagnoses students’ cognitive abilities by utiliz-
ing the question-knowledge matrix Q and the user-question response matrix R. Compared
to other cognitive diagnosis models, DINA is characterized by its simplicity, flexibility, and
ease of implementation and understanding.
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Figure 1. An overview of the DINA model. The rectangle represents the matrix, the circle represents
a variable and the arrow refers to the computational dependencies between different variables.
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In this model, the variable qυk represents the assessment of knowledge point k by
question v, ruv represents the score of student u on question v, and ηuv represents the
latent response of student u on question v. Additionally, the mastery level of the assessed
knowledge points by students is described as a multi-dimensional [36] knowledge point
mastery vector

αu =
[
αu1, αu2, · · · , αuK

]
, (1)

where αuk = 1 represents that student u has mastered knowledge point k. Otherwise,
αuk = 0. The main notions are summarized in Table 2.

The core formula of the model is

ηuv =
K

∏
k=1

α
qυk
uk , (2)

where the exponential structure represents the logical “AND” relationship among the
knowledge points being assessed. The model introduces the slip parameter sv and the
guess parameter gv to more accurately estimate the students’ mastery status. The slip
parameter sv represents the probability of giving a wrong response due to error, given that
the student has mastered the knowledge point. The guess parameter gv represents the
probability of giving a correct response through guessing or luck when the student has not
mastered the knowledge point. The definitions of the above two parameters are as follows:

gv = P(ruv = 1|ηuv = 0), (3)

sv = P(ruv = 0|ηuv = 1). (4)

By combining the slip factor and guess factor, it is possible to estimate the probability
of a student answering a question correctly. Given the multi-dimensional knowledge point
mastery vector αu, the probability of student u answering question v correctly is as follows:

P(ruυ = 1 | αu) = g1−ηuυ
υ (1− sυ)

ηuυ . (5)

Through derivation, the DINA model can determine the joint probability of a stu-
dent’s response pattern for all questions. In cases where the student’s multi-dimensional
knowledge point mastery vector is known, the model further seeks to estimate the values
of the slip parameter sv and guess parameter gv. However, in practical scenarios, the
student’s multi-dimensional knowledge point mastery vector is often unknown. Therefore,
the marginal likelihood function and the maximum likelihood estimation algorithm are
introduced to estimate the values of sv and gv.

Finally, by maximizing the posterior probability of the student’s question responses
and incorporating the estimated slip and guess parameters, the DINA model can derive
the estimated values of the student’s multi-dimensional knowledge point mastery vec-
tor. This data-driven and probabilistic approach offered by the DINA model enables
accurate assessment of students’ knowledge mastery and provides valuable support for
personalized learning.

However, the DINA model encounters several challenges in practical applications.
Firstly, it uses discrete variables to denote whether a student has mastered the related
knowledge points with 1 as acquired and 0 as not acquired [37]. This approach poses
difficulties when dealing with subject areas that demand continuous assessment, such
as art evaluation in domains like painting and music. Secondly, questions may contain
knowledge points that are related to each other, and the DINA model fails to handle this
case. Thirdly, millions of student records and question items are collected from online
education platforms, which brings significant computational costs for the training of
traditional DINA models.
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Table 2. Summary of major notations.

Symbol Description

Q Question-Knowledge point matrix
R Student-Question score matrix
U Set of student blocks
i Student number

Ri Question score of student i
Ra Computed question scores of student block Ua

zl(αl) Probability mass function (joint probability distribution function)
o Initial knowledge point mastery probability
γ Posterior probability of knowledge point mastery
η Hidden mastery status matrix
r Student’s score
k Sub-knowledge point
K Total number of knowledge points
x Parent knowledge point
u Student user
t Iteration number
l Combination of knowledge point mastery
D Number of combinations of knowledge point mastery
α Matrix of knowledge point mastery for all students

αu Matrix of knowledge point mastery for student user u
αl Matrix of knowledge point mastery for combination l
α̂ Estimated matrix of knowledge point mastery for student
s Slip parameter
g Guess parameter
v Question
V Total number of questions
n Number of parent knowledge points
N Total number of student blocks

4. Design of BNMI-DINA Model

This section presents a comprehensive outline of our proposed BNMI-DINA model,
which aims to address the limitations of the traditional DINA model mentioned earlier.

4.1. Framework Overview

As shown in Figure 2, BNMI-DINA mainly contains two modules, namely, a Bayesian
network module and an MI-DINA module. Initially, the student’s knowledge point mastery
is represented by the α matrix, which serves as the input for the Bayesian network. Through
Bayesian network modeling, the hierarchical relationships among knowledge points are
revealed. By computing the mastery probability for each knowledge point using the
posterior probabilities, a vector of knowledge point mastery probabilities is generated.
Subsequently, this vector is combined with the student’s score matrix R and input into
the DINA model. By taking into account the slip factor and guess factor, the DINA
model estimates the matrix of the student’s knowledge point mastery. This integrated
methodology provides educators with a more precise understanding of students’ mastery
levels across different knowledge points, enabling them to deliver targeted instruction and
guidance effectively.

4.2. Bayesian Network Module

We first introduce the Bayesian network module of the model. In the Bayesian network
module, each node represents a knowledge point, and the directed arrows represent the
dependency relationships between knowledge points [38]. In Figure 2, for example, node
b represents a knowledge point b, and node b is a successor of node a, indicating that
knowledge point a is a prerequisite for knowledge point b. Based on the obtained matrix of
knowledge point mastery, the number of students who scored 1 on each knowledge point is
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counted and then divided by the total number of students to estimate the prior probability
ouk of student u mastering knowledge point k. The calculation formula of ouk is as follows:

ouk =
β(k, sc = 1)

U
, (6)

where sc is the student’s score on a certain knowledge point, and the β function is defined
as the count of students with a score of 1 (i.e., sc = 1) for knowledge point k.
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Figure 2. The framework of BNMI-DINA. Nodes a–e represent knowledge points.

Next, through the established Bayesian network, the individual knowledge level
γuk = P(αuk = 1) of student u on knowledge point k is obtained by analyzing the number
of parent nodes for each node [39]. Different scenarios are discussed below, based on the
number of parent nodes for each node.

No parent nodes: when a node has no parent nodes, such as node a in Figure 2, it
means that the knowledge point represented by node a has no predecessors. Thus, students
are able to begin learning this particular knowledge point without any prior knowledge.
Consequently, the mastery of this attribute by students is unaffected by any other attributes.
Therefore, the calculation formula for the probability of mastering this knowledge point
attribute is as follows:

γuk = ouk. (7)

One parent node: when a node has one parent node, such as node x = c in Figure 2,
to calculate the posterior probability more accurately, we introduce positive factor m+

uk|x
and negative factor m−uk|x, defined as follows:

m+
uk|x = P(αuk = 1|αux = 1)

m−uk|x = P(αuk = 1|αux = 0)
(8)
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If the value of m−uk|x is higher, even if knowledge point x is not mastered, it is more
likely to consider that the student has mastered knowledge point k. Therefore, in the
student’s learning process, the dependency of mastering k on mastering x is lower. If the
value of m+

uk|x is lower, even if the parent x is mastered, there is a tendency not to master
attribute k. Therefore, for students, attribute k is considered to be more difficult. In simpler
terms, the better a student masters the parent attribute, the better they will master the child
attribute. Therefore, the probability calculation formula for the mastery of this knowledge
point attribute is as follows:

γuk = m+
uk|xγux + m−uk|x(1− γux). (9)

Multiple parent nodes: when a node has multiple parent nodes, such as node e in
Figure 2, we can analyze it as follows. Firstly, if the mastery level of one of the parent
nodes is higher, then the mastery level of its child node should also be higher. In other
words, for a knowledge point P(αuk = 1|αux1 , · · · , αuxn), if the mastery level of parent node
xj(1 ≤ j ≤ n) is higher, then P is larger. Secondly, if one of the parent nodes is not mastered
or has a very low mastery level, then we should assume that the child node is also not
mastered or has a low mastery level. If one of the parent nodes is not mastered, then we
tend to believe that the child node has also not been mastered. Considering these properties,
it is found that the geometric mean can well describe the above properties. Therefore, the
following formula can be obtained as follows:

P(αuk = 1|αux1 , . . . , αuxn) =
n

∏
z=1

n
√

muk|xz(αuxz). (10)

For each joint probability of parent nodes x1, x2, · · · , xn, we have:

P(αux1 , · · · , αuxn) =
n

∏
z=1

((1− αuxz)(1− γuxz) + αuxz γuxz). (11)

Finally, γuk can be inferred as the expectation of P(αuk = αuxz). Therefore, we can
derive the probability calculation formula for the mastery of knowledge point attribute
as follows:

γuk = ∑
αux∈{0,1}

P(αux1 , · · · , αuxn)
n

∏
z=1

n
√

muk|xz(αuxz). (12)

4.3. MI-DINA Module

We proceed to introduce the MI-DINA module, which is designed to address the limi-
tations of traditional DINA models in terms of parameter estimation and training efficiency,
especially when dealing with educational assessments that involve large datasets and
complex models. MI-DINA is an innovative parallel cognitive diagnosis model that builds
upon the incremental DINA framework. This algorithm leverages the convergence and
maximum likelihood estimation properties of the EM algorithm [40] to address parameter
estimation issues associated with latent variables [41] and to partition data. The likelihood
function for the MI-DINA model is represented by Equation (13). Given the presence of un-
observable latent variables within the equation, the EM algorithm is introduced to estimate
unknown parameters effectively. The process of the EM algorithm can be summarized into
the following four steps:

1. Perform initialization operations for parameters that cannot be directly observed and
estimate model parameter values.

2. Based on the estimated model parameter values, estimation operations are performed
on parameters that cannot be directly observed.

3. Re-estimate the model parameters based on the parameter values estimated in step 2
that cannot be directly observed.
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4. Repeat steps 2–3 until the parameters converge.

Specifically, in the EM loop iteration process, the main role of E-stepis to use data and
existing models to perform estimation operations on parameters, and then use parameter
estimates to solve the expected value of the likelihood function.

L(R) =
U

∏
u=1

L(ru) =
U

∏
u=1

D

∑
l=1

L(ru | αl)P(αl), (13)

where L(ru) represents the marginal likelihood of the multidimensional knowledge state
vector αu for student u, D = 2K represents the total number of possible combinations for
the multidimensional knowledge state vector αu under the condition that the total number
of examined knowledge points is K, i.e., there are 2K combinations that are mutually
independent and do not influence each other. Similarly, P(αl) represents the probability of
the l-th combination, and its value is 1

2K , because in the DINA model, it is assumed that
these 2K combinations occur with equal probability. L(ru|αl) is defined as follows:

L(ru | αl) = L(ru1, ru2, · · · , ruV | αu = αl)

=
V

∏
v=1

Pv(αu)
ruv(1− Pv(αu))

(1−ruv),
(14)

where Pv(αu) is a shorthand for Equation (5). The procedure is decribed in Algorithm 1,
which mainly contains three steps as follows:

Initialization: in this step, we randomly initialize a set of data

Θ = {(s1, g1), (s2, g2), (s3, g3), · · · , (sV , gV)} (15)

followed by conducting the E-step and M-step in the EM algorithm.
E-step: in the DINA model, with the help of the estimated values of sv and gv obtained

from the previous iteration, the value of the matrix P(R | α) = [P(ru | αl)]U×2K is calcu-
lated, and at the same time, the value of the target matrix [P(αl | ru)]U×2K is calculated
using P(R | α). Here, u = 1, 2, · · · , U, l = 1, 2, · · · , 2K. However, when dealing with large
datasets, the computational time required for the E-step becomes extensive, resulting in
slow convergence and low computational efficiency. To address this issue, the MI-DINA
model incorporates the concept of the incremental DINA model: the user student popula-
tion U is divided into multiple disjoint blocks of student populations {U1, U2, · · · , UN},
and in each iteration of the E-step, the MI-DINA model selects only one of the blocks of
student populations to update the target likelihood function for calculating the estimated
values of the matrices. Meanwhile, the calculations for the other blocks are skipped, and
the likelihood function values obtained from the previous iteration are retained. This
ensures computational efficiency by reducing the number of calculations required for
parameter estimation.
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Algorithm 1 Pseudo-code of MI-DINA cognitive diagnostic process

Input:
Student-Question score matrix R;
Question-Knowledge point matrix Q;

Output:
Estimate of the multidimensional knowledge mastery vector for a student user α̂u;

1: Randomly initialize parameters Θ = {(s1, g1), (s2, g2), (s3, g3), . . . , (sV , gV)};
2: Divide the population of student users U in the dataset into multiple disjoint blocks of

student user groups {U1, U2, . . . , UN};
3: t = 1;
4: while Θ{(s1, g1), (s2, g2), (s3, g3), . . . , (sV , gV)} do not converge do
5: /* E-step */.
6: Random Select n;
7: if Ui ∈ Un then
8: Compute P(ru|αl)

t based on (st−1, gt−1);
9: else

10: P(ru|αl)
t ← P(ru|αl)

t−1;
11: end if
12: Compute P(α|R)t based on P(R|α)t;
13: /* M-step */
14: /* Perform parallel computation of 4 key parameters using multi-processing. */
15: for each l ∈ 2K do
16: I(0)vl ← ∑{αl :α′lqv<q′vq′v} ∑U

u=1 P(αl | ru);

17: I(1)vl ← ∑{αl :α′lqv=q′vqv} ∑U
u=1 P(αl | ru);

18: R(0)
vl ← ∑{αl :α′lqv<q′vqv} ∑U

u=1 P(αl | ru)riv;

19: R(1)
vl ← ∑{αl :α′lqv=q′vqv} ∑U

u=1 P(αl | ru)riv;
20: end for

21: ŝv ←
I(1)vl −R(1)

vl

I(1)vl

;

22: ĝv ←
R(0)

vl

I(0)vl

;

23: t← t + 1;
24: end while
25: α̂u = arg maxa P(α|ru);
26: return α̂u;

M-step: let ∂ log L(R)
∂sv

= 0 and ∂ log L(R)
∂gv

= 0 to obtain the following expressions for
estimating the guessing parameter and slip parameter:

ŝv =
I(1)vl − R(1)

vl

I(1)vl

, (16)

ĝv =
R(0)

vl

I(0)vl

, (17)

where I(0)vl represents the expected number of students in a population who have the same
level of mastery for the l-th knowledge point as the partially-mastery group being tested on
the v-th question among the 2K possible mastery configurations of the knowledge points;
R(0)

vl represents the expected number of students in I(0)vl who answer the v-th question

correctly; I(1)vl and R(1)
vl have similar meanings to I(0)vl and R(0)

vl , with the difference being

that I(1)vl and R(1)
vl correspond to the expected number of students in the population under
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the condition that they have fully mastered all knowledge points being tested on the v-th
question. Therefore, in M-step, the estimated values ∑U

u=1 P(αl | ru)ruv and ∑U
u=1 P(αl | ru)

calculated in E-step can be used to calculate the four key parameters. The calculation
formulas of the four key parameters are as follows:

I(0)vl = ∑
{αl :α′l qv<q′vq′v}

U

∑
u=1

P(αl | ru), (18)

I(1)vl = ∑
{αl :α′l qv=q′vqv}

U

∑
u=1

P(αl | ru), (19)

R(0)
vl = ∑

{αl :α′l qv<q′vqv}

U

∑
u=1

P(αl | ru)riv, (20)

R(1)
vl = ∑

{αl :α′l qv=q′vqv}

U

∑
u=1

P(αl | ru)riv. (21)

In addition to replacing the complete expectation step with the partial expectation
step in the incremental DINA model, the maximization step in MI-DINA model considers
the solution process of each key parameter as a subtask and executes multiple subtasks
in parallel. The main process waits for all the subprocesses to complete before integrating
the results to solve the key parameters. Compared to the incremental DINA model, the
MI-DINA model retains its original parameters, ensuring interpretability. Furthermore, the
EM algorithm is improved to not only guarantee parameter estimation through iterative
methods but also accelerate the overall diagnostic speed of the algorithm.

5. Convergence of BNMI-DINA Model

In this section, we will prove the convergence of our proposed BNMI-DINA model.
As previously mentioned, the BNMI-DINA model consists of two modules. In the Bayesian
network module, the mastery of the child nodes is determined based on the mastery of
the parent node, and samples are generated using a sampling method. This sampling
method follows a directed generative process, which does not affect the convergence of the
model [42]. Hence, it is only necessary to prove the convergence of the MI-DINA module.

The MI-DINA module employs a partial E-step, as suggested by [43], in order to
reduce computation time. In this approach, the entire group of student users, denoted as U,
is divided into multiple disjoint student blocks denoted as {U1, U2, . . . , UN}. During each
E-step computation, only one student block, Ua ∈ U, is processed to update the likelihood
function, while the likelihood function values for the remaining blocks are retained from the
previous iteration. This partial E-step strategy effectively reduces computational time and
enhances the algorithm’s efficiency. Moreover, the M-step is divided into multiple subtasks
that can be solved concurrently using parallel computing. Each subtask independently
handles key parameters, such as I(0)vl , I(1)vl , R(0)

vl and R(1)
vl . By utilizing parallel computing,

these subtasks can be executed simultaneously without any interference or mutual impact
on their computations. The main process waits for all subprocesses to complete and
then integrates their results. Importantly, this parallelized computing approach does not
compromise the convergence of the MI-DINA model. Even when incorporating parallel
computing, the algorithm is still capable of achieving convergence.

To ensure the validity of the proposed MI-DINA model, it is crucial to demonstrate its
convergence to a stable state. Here, we provide a proof of convergence for the MI-DINA
model using the EM algorithm.
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We aim to prove whether the MI-DINA model can achieve the maximization of the
logarithmic likelihood function l(R)t through iteration, given the question-knowledge
matrix Q and the user-question and score matrix R.

l(R) = lnL(R) = ln
u

∏
i=1

L(Ri)

=
u

∑
i=1

ln
D

∑
l=1

P(Ri | αl)P(αl)

=
u

∑
i=1

ln
D

∑
l=1

zl(αl)
P(Ri | αl)P(αl)

zl(αl)
.

(22)

The probability mass function of αl is denoted as zl(αl), so zl(αl) also satisfies the con-
straints 0 ≤ zl(αl) ≤ 1, ∑l zl(αl) = 1. Therefore, ∑D

l=1 zl(αl)
P(Ri |αl)P(αl)

zl(αl)
can be considered

as the expectation of P(Ri |αl)P(αl)
zl(αl)

with respect to zl(αl). By applying Jensen’s inequality,
we have:

ln
D

∑
l=1

zl(αl)
P(Ri | αl)P(αl)

zl(αl)
≥

D

∑
l=1

zl(αl)ln
P(Ri | αl)P(αl)

zl(αl)
. (23)

After substituting the formula into l(R), we obtain:

l(R) =
u

∑
i=1

ln
D

∑
l=1

zl(αl)
P(Ri | αl)P(αl)

zl(αl)

≥
u

∑
i=1

D

∑
l=1

zl(αl)ln
P(Ri | αl)P(αl)

zl(αl)
.

(24)

If we let

B(R) =
u

∑
i=1

D

∑
l=1

zl(αl)ln
P(Ri | αl)P(αl)

zl(αl),
(25)

then B(R) becomes the lower bound function for l(R). If we can derive B(R) = l(R), B(R)
achieves its maximum value.

According to the properties of Jensen’s inequality, it can be observed that if we set
P(Ri |αl)P(αl)

zl(αl)
as a constant value, i.e., P(Ri |αl)P(αl)

zl(αl)
= c, the inequality in Equation (24) can

be replaced by equality. In this case, B(R) reaches its maximum value. Therefore, the
maximum value of the lower bound function B(R), denoted as maxB(R), is equivalent to
maximizing the log-likelihood function l(R). Hence, in order to maximize l(R), we can
maximize B(R). Additionally, let l(R)t represent the log-likelihood function at the t-th
iteration. To prove the convergence of the algorithm, it is sufficient to demonstrate that
l(R)t+1 > l(R)t as follows:

l(R)t+1 = maxB(R)t+1

=
u

∑
i=1

D

∑
l=1

zl(αl)
t+1 ln

P(Ri | αl)
t+1P(αl)

zl(αl)t+1

≥
u

∑
i=1

D

∑
l=1

zl(αl)
t ln

P(Ri | αl)
t+1P(αl)

zl(αl)t

≥
u

∑
i=1

D

∑
l=1

zl(αl)
t ln

P(Ri | αl)
tP(αl)

zl(αl)t

= l(R)t.

(26)
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It is important to note that in Equation (26), as long as P(Ri|αl)
t and P(Ri|αl)

t+1 are
not exactly equal, the first inequality holds. For the model, although in the E-step, the
student-user blocks are partitioned, when Ri /∈ Ra, thenP(Ri|αl)

t = P(Ri|αl)
t+1. However,

for Ri ∈ Ra, then P(Ri | αl)
t will be updated unless the overall likelihood function has been

maximized and the iteration stops. Therefore, unless the iteration has already stopped due
to the maximization of the overall likelihood function, P(Ri|αl)

t and P(Ri|αl)
t+1 cannot

be exactly equal, and thus the first inequality holds. The second inequality is guaranteed
by the maximization process in the M-step. In conclusion, the MI-DINA model ensures
the convergence of the EM step and we also complete the proof of the convergence of the
BNMI-DINA model.

6. Experiments

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our approach, BNMI-DINA, in com-
parison to traditional cognitive diagnosis methods in terms of model accuracy and train-
ing efficiency.

6.1. Datasets

The Junyi dataset [44] is obtained from the Junyi Academy Math Practicing Log (Junyi),
which includes learning behavior data such as student responses, learning activities, and
other learning-related information. To assess the models’ performance on datasets of
varying sizes, we split the Junyi dataset and create a new dataset called Junyi-scaled by
selecting a small subset.

Dataset Characteristics: Table 3 presents comprehensive statistics for both the original
Junyi dataset and the scaled-down Junyi-scaled dataset. The Junyi dataset comprises
problem logs and exercise-related data from 10,000 students of the Junyi Academy, with
734 attributes, 734 question items, and 408,057 response logs. On the other hand, Junyi-
scaled, which is a subset specifically created for controlled experiments, consists of data
from 2400 students, featuring 10 attributes, 10 question items, and 6100 response logs.

Table 3. The statistics of datasets.

Dataset #Students #Attributes #Question Items #Response Logs

Junyi 10,000 734 734 408,057
Junyi-scaled 2400 10 10 6100

Pre-processing: pre-processing the Junyi dataset is a crucial step in ensuring the
quality and relevance of the data for training and evaluation purposes. In order to capture
the relationships within the educational contents, a knowledge graph is generated using
the Junyi dataset. To accomplish this, the edudata tool [1] is employed to extract relations
and store the resulting graph data. Additionally, we allocate 80% of the data to the training
set and reserve the remaining 20% for the test set.

6.2. Visualizing the Relationship of Knowledge Points

To illustrate the relationship between knowledge points, we utilize specific knowledge
points to depict the tree structure within the dataset. We have extracted a small portion of
the tree structure from the Junyi dataset, as depicted in Figure 3a. The nodes are numbered
from 0 to 5, and the corresponding relationships between the knowledge points are shown
in Figure 3b.

In the process of learning mathematics, students typically follow a step-by-step ap-
proach to acquire knowledge of predecessor and successor concepts. They start by mas-
tering basic mathematical concepts (node 0). Then, they can directly move on to study linear
equations and inequalities (node 1) , or master basics of geometry (node 5) for better learning
quadratic equations (node 2). Building on the foundation laid in the earlier stages, students
then advance to the study of polynomials and factorization (node 3). Finally, students can
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explore more advanced topics such as differentiation and calculus (node 4). This sequential
learning order ensures that students progressively build upon their existing knowledge,
allowing for a coherent and structured development of mathematical proficiency.

0

1 2

3

4

5

…
…

(a)

Node Knowledge Point

0 Basic Mathematical Concepts

1 Linear Equations and Inequalities

2 Quadratic Equations

3 Polynomials and Factorization

4 Differentiation and Calculus

5 Basics of Geometry

(b)

0

1 2

3

4

5

…
…

(a)

Node Knowledge Point

0 Basic Mathematical Concepts

1 Linear Equations and Inequalities

2 Quadratic Equations

3 Polynomials and Factorization

4 Differentiation and Calculus

5 Basics of Geometry

(b)

Figure 3. Examples of hierarchical relationship between knowledge points on Junyi dataset. (a) Junyi
dataset visual knowledge point attribute relationship. (b) Correspondence between nodes and
knowledge points.

6.3. Evaluation Metrics

To evaluate the performance of the models, we utilize three key evaluation metrics:
accuracy, time, and F1 score [45].

• Accuracy is calculated as the ratio of successful predictions to the total number of
instances in the test set. It quantifies the proportion of correct predictions in relation
to the entire test set size.

• Time refers to the duration of a particular process, measured in seconds. It provides
insights into the efficiency of the model in terms of computation time.

• The F1 score combines precision and recall, offering a comprehensive assessment of
the model’s predictions. Precision evaluates the ratio of correct positive predictions,
while recall assesses the ratio of correctly predicted positive instances.

The F1 score is calculated as below:

F1 =
2× Precision× Recall

Precision + Recall
, (27)

where precision is defined as

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
, (28)

representing the proportion of correct recommendations, and recall is defined as:

Recall =
TP

TP + FN
, (29)

representing the proportion of correctly predicted positive instances. Here, TP is the count
of correctly answered recommendations, FP is the count of incorrect recommendations,
and FN is the count of correctly answered instances not included in the recommendations.
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6.4. Experimental Settings

To assess the effectiveness and feasibility of the proposed BNMI-DINA model and its
non-parallel version, we compared them against six alternative algorithms in our study. The
first three algorithms chosen for comparison do not incorporate Bayesian networks, while
the remaining three algorithms do incorporate Bayesian networks. This approach allows
us to evaluate the performance and advantages of the proposed models in comparison to
both non-Bayesian and Bayesian network-based approaches.

We compare our model against the following six algorithms: IRT, MF [46], Neu-
ralCD [47], HierIRT [48], HierMF [48], and HierNeuralCD [48]. For score prediction, we
set the threshold at 0.5. In the multidimensional latent factor model, we set the hidden
dimension n to 3. The dimensions of the fully connected layers in NeuralCD are set to
512, 256, and 1, respectively, as described in [47]. All experiments are conducted on a
Linux Ubuntu 20.04.6 server, equipped with two 2.60 GHz Intel Xeon E5-2650v2 CPUs
and 252 GB of RAM. This server configuration ensured the reliability and efficiency of the
experimental setup.

6.5. Experimental Results

We conducted evaluations on two datasets and present the experimental results in
Table 4. The key observations are as follows:

1. The accuracy of BNMI-DINA significantly outperforms other traditional cognitive
diagnosis models. On the Junyi dataset, BNMI-DINA enhances model accuracy by an
average of 5.72%. This gap becomes even more obvious on the Junyi-scaled dataset
with an improvement of the accuracy by up to 9.21%.

2. BNMI-DINA has proven to be more computationally efficient than other baselines.
The training time is reduced by 26.3% on average while achieving comparable
model accuracy.

This observation validates the rationale behind incorporating Bayesian networks for
several reasons: (a) Bayesian networks are constructed based on probabilistic graphical
models, allowing them to handle the inherent uncertainty in the data. (b) Bayesian net-
works enable the modeling of interdependencies between variables, providing a better
understanding of the data structure and an accurate representation of the relationships
between variables. This capability holds true even when working with small datasets.

We also include the comparison results of BNMI-DINA, BNI-DINA (the non-parallel
version of BNMI-DINA), and other baseline algorithms in Figures 4 and 5. Our observations
from these figures confirm that BNMI-DINA consistently outperforms the other algorithms
in all evaluation metrics, regardless of whether they incorporate Bayesian networks or not,
and regardless of the dataset used. Additionally, we note that the computation efficiency of
the Bayesian network-integrated I-DINA initially appears lower without parallel processing.
However, when parallel processing is incorporated, the model demonstrates significantly
improved efficiency while maintaining similar levels of accuracy and F1 scores. The reasons
are multi-fold:

• Improvement in estimation process: MI-DINA breaks down the estimation process into
smaller subtasks and runs them in parallel. The main process then combines the
results, which speeds up the overall diagnostic process. This improvement enhances
the efficiency and effectiveness of the model.

• Enhancements in E-step and M-step: the MI-DINA model enhances the E-step and M-
step without affecting the convergence of parameters. Key parameter estimation can
still occur iteratively. This enhancement ensures that the estimation process is accurate
and reliable.

• Fusion of Bayesian networks: incorporating Bayesian networks in the approach focuses
on estimating students’ mastery probabilities for each knowledge point. This allows
for the capture of complex dependencies between variables in cognitive diagnosis,
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resulting in more accurate understanding of the relationships between students’ cog-
nition and knowledge attributes.

Table 4. Experimental results on student performance prediction.

Datasets Metrics
IRT MF Neural CD DINA

Original Hier Original Hier Original Hier BNI-DINA BNMI-DINA

Junyi
ACC 0.7218 0.6951 0.7221 0.7348 0.6821 0.6860 0.7516 0.7517

F1 0.8125 0.8177 0.8143 0.8210 0.8214 0.8210 0.8289 0.8290
Time 366 372 478 493 479 488 493 320

Junyi-scaled
ACC 0.6874 0.6889 0.7044 0.7228 0.6517 0.6771 0.7503 0.7503

F1 0.8079 0.8150 0.8171 0.8234 0.8266 0.8270 0.8303 0.8303
Time 174 201 213 227 229 241 258 158
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Figure 4. Comparison results of BNMI-DINA and BNI-DINA with other baseline models that do not
incorporate Bayesian networks.
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Figure 5. Comparison results of BNMI-DINA and BNI-DINA with other baseline models that
incorporate Bayesian networks.
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7. Conclusions

In this work, we proposed a novel approach called BNMI-DINA, which is a paral-
lelized incremental DINA model integrated with Bayesian networks. Our proposed model
leverages Bayesian networks to establish the dependency relationships between knowledge
points. By calculating the posterior probabilities of each node based on the mastery levels
of its parent nodes, we obtain an estimation vector that represents students’ mastery levels.
Subsequently, we apply the MI-DINA framework, utilizing the students’ response matrix,
to estimate the final mastery level estimation matrix. This combined approach significantly
enhances both the accuracy and computational speed of the DINA model. Furthermore,
we provided theoretical guarantees for the effectiveness of our model. To validate the
efficacy of our proposed model, we conducted experiments using real-world datasets. The
experimental results demonstrate the superior performance and utility of BNMI-DINA
in cognitive diagnosis tasks. In our future work, we plan to explore the extension of
BNMI-DINA to adapt to dynamic and adaptive testing scenarios, so as to better improve
the accuracy of cognitive diagnosis models in scenarios with a large number of users and
rich inspection knowledge points.
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